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The phrase, "Ethics of Speech Communication" has recently become used

in a wide variety of contexts in conferences and journal literature. Within

communication ethics-, we. need- to-distinguish three very-different concerns,

with (1) applied speech ethics, (2) ethical rules or standards, and (3) meta-

ethical issues. (1) The concern of applied speech ethics is to evaluate

the morality of specific communications-acts, usually based on their content
f

and practical effecta-within particular situations. (2) The concerh,of

ethical rules theory is to formulate general guidelines as necessary or

sufficient conditiona for ethical communication. (3) The meta-ethical con-

cep's of communications theorists have primarily dealt with ethical relativ-

ism and the possible grounds for ethical statements and judgments..,Starting

with the most specific, we shall look at each of these areas, using examples

from the literature to show what ground has been broken and what issues need

further resolution.=

(I) Applied Speech Ethics

When is a speech act moral or immoral? -Communication theorists have

attempted to answer this question by looking at the content and effects of

specific speech acts. Let us focus on the four cases of (a) falsehood, (b)

hurtful statements, (c) exhortations to immoralityi and (d) silence.

(a) There is a widespread if intuitive agreement that deception is it-moral.

Lying is held 'to be wrong, both in private And Public contexts--and this

lying most often takes place within-speech communication. The commandment

dates back to the Old Testament; the controversy is reopened by popular

paperbacks on the subject of lying today.
1



The immorality of lying becomes more,controversial where it seems to conflict

with other values. There are times when preserving the feelings or "face"

of a listener may be more impor nt than the truth-value of the proposition

being voiced.
2

Propositional truth also becomes a hollow conception within

the realm of electronic media,'Where the material communicated is inherently

probabilistic, graphic, and frequently untraceable to original sources. We

may blame our Computers for making mistakes, but hardly for lying.
3

Further,

the distorted emphases and exaggerations of our advertising systems are often

thought essential to our free enterprise.
4

But the boundaries between a bit

of "exaggeration" and a "white lie" are by no means clear. Communications

theorists can-make important contributions to ethics by helping to 4ecify

the domains, conditions, and agents to which our condemnation of lying should

*

(b) Malicious intent may often be seen within speech communication where

one person deliberately uses speech to offend, harm, or humiliate another.

The Chinese,are not the only people to believe that offensive language is

imMoral. Ludwig thinks it preferable to lie than to seriously hurt some-

one's feelings.
5 Virulent caricatures, racial jokes, slander'and libel,

indeed a wide range of insults And abuse may be immoral.-
0

Feinberg holds

that acts which are found to be universally offensive within a community,

and from which the perceiver has no escape, should be judged immoral. A

more careful application of this "offense principle" to public speech situ-

ations might be another important task for communications icholars.
7

(c) In considering exhortations to imorality, we need not debate which

acts are moral or immoral; we may choose_paradigmatic examPles where the

immorality is beyond question. Let us imagine someone publicly advocating

wanton rape, torturing babies, or spontaneous linprovoked matricide. Are

2
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his speech acts immoral only if they succeed in inciting someone to pdrfOrm

such offenses? Or is even the incitement (as in treason) to be ethically

condemned? If a particularly violent film spawns a spate of similar crimes

whose agents confesa to deriVing their inspiyatiOn and motivation from the

film's encouragement, can We ethically condemn and censor the film? Surely

in at least some cases, we must judge communication acts to be immoral

because of what they cauSe perceivers ,to do.'
8

. Our choices-of Metaphor and language also influence ethidal decisions.

Wa may advocate or condemn abortionor euthanasia-by applying emotion-laden

terms to clinical issues.
9

Whether we confer the label of "person" on a

comatose patient_may_rasul_t_in our ascribing_or failing to ascribe to him

ceitain human rights.
10

Sexist language may lead us to treat some humans

as objects;
11

conversely, clinical language- may_lead us to respect otherwtse

12
groundless authority., Here too may be found areas in which speech acts

subtly lead towards immoral behaviour; the parameters of these situations

could well be explored further by communications scholars.

.

(4) Silence too is.part of oral communication. Our culture tends to

think negatively of silence, which usually implies passive consent. But

there are cultures in which si1ence constitutes a mare aesthetically elegant

refusal than an outright "no.
"13

Religions such as Taoism
14

and Zen are
3

9 persistently and often violently in opposition,to words and then to the

intellect which deals in words.
"11

Although silence in and-of itself is

neither,praiseworthy nor blameworthy, there are clearly contexts in which

At needs athical criticism. Even in our own culture, "a false shrug of the

shoulders, the seductive batting of eyelashes, or a smile may all be em-

ployed as nonverbal deception."16
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Silence as to the derivation of one's sources is the recognized crime

of plagiarism. A newscaster's silence about particular people, court cases,

or battles may immorally affect their election, sentencing, or outcome.
17

A government's silence in the face of atrocities may be another iMmoral

communication- Some may disagree with my specific examples, but the point

is that communications experts may have great insights and input into these

important areas of discussion.
18

(2) Ethical Rules

Ethical rules attempt to tell us whether speech acts are moral by

looking not at their content or effects, but rather-by the attitudes and

ttualities surrounding ete act itself, Ever since Aristotle, philosophers

have tried to evaluate the morality of speech according to general criteria.
19

The Golden_Rule and Kant's Categorical Imperative are frequently cited as.

ways of determining the morality of any given act, including speech acts.
20

More recently, Milsen has tried to basespeech ethics in beliefs of human

worth, reason, self-determination, and self-fulfilment.
21

Habermas requires

e

equality, competence, freedom from coercion and prejudice, authenticity (no

-self-deception) and suspension of privilege in his ideal communication

community.
22

Fisher's "logic of good reaons" demands that the values of

speech be explicit, appropriate, utilitarian, self-validated, and ideal.
23

Johannesen summarizes recent rhetoricians requirements in terms of Selfless-

ness, tolerance, self-scrutiny, accuracy, mutual openness, commitment to con-

tinuity, reasonableness, and impersonal detachment.
24

All these lists are

but tentative descriptions. They may be bluntly rejected by cultures in

which eXplicitness, logic, or individualism are de-vAlued.
25

However in-
.

complete and inadequate such theories, they represent another important

direction 53r research in the ethics of speech cOmmunications.

4
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(3) Meta-ethical Issues: The Relativity Debate

The superficial observation that different cultureS have different

mores has led countless freshman killosophers from the premise that values

are learned within particular cultures to the Logically invalid conclusion

thatmo values are absalute. Some speech communicators are still intrigued

with the 1960's' notion that all in ethics is relative:26 If this were true;

then statements like "X is morally good," which appear to be about right and

wrong, are in fact only statements about,personal preferences, designed to

persuade -a listener that he-ought to share and-follow these preferences.
27

Relativism suffers from internal inconsistency if not downright inco.r

herence. It juxtaposes, "All statements about ethits are culture-bound and

not universally true," with "This statement is not culture-bound but is uni-

versally true.
"28 It should-be clear, howeVer, that truth is not the kind

of thing which is arrived at by consensus, even if candidates or policies

may be.29 Fram.the perspective-of maSt philosophers, relativism, "is all

but dead; but it still has a strong life at the popular level, where there

"30
is a tendency to act as if...moral cluestions cease to exigt.

One serious consequence of moral relativism troubles the consciences

of even relativists themselves. If all values were completely culture-

bound, we should be unable to criticise, condemn, or try to reduce atro-

cities within other cultures--or even within our own, if the subculture

committing them is sufficiently different from the dominant culture.
31

Ethical relativists have neither the right nor reasons to persuade any other

culture that one set of values is ethically preferable to another. This

then defeats theirwhole enterprioe in ethics. Some rhetoricians haire tried

to shore up relativism by turning ethics on its head--claiming that rather

5



titan ethical rhetoric being grounded in ethical standards: ethical standards

are grounded in ethical rhetoric.
32 Such a move is not only incorrect, but

fails to save relativism-from its fundaMental lailings._3
3

At this junture,-communications may fruktfully seek support from

professional philoiophers, who on our Part are becoming increasingly inter-

ested in communication. Philosophers have developed clear defenses of the

objectivity of ethical standards. Some are-based-on the nature of language,

meaning, Amd truth;
34 some on the facts that all cultures do seem to share

certain commoR values,
35 although situations may alter their priorities, And

some on the "ideal communication community"36 although thisthas met with

some difficulties. Indeed, we can find arguments whidh are considered t6

"good Teasons" by people in a wide range of cultures.
37

Karl Apel's

ethical standards; "that all (ethical) acts and omissions be a.matter of

_

ensuring the survival of the human species qua real communication community"

is particularly worthy of further developmeht.
38 And there areuther values

--of reducing suffering, preserving health, increasing intellirnce, conserv-

ing natural environments, limiEitig armed conflicts, etc.--whichmay he found.

tO have or at least deserve:universal acceptance based on commonly held "good

reasons." Defining dhese areas are some of the exciting frontiers open to

ethicists within communications.

In sum, we need to.be aware of cultural differences while formulating

our-ethical standards. But we need not be deterred from the attempt by the

relativistic illusion that no speech act is more ethidal than Amy other.\
f

And we need the insights of thinkers and scholars in Speech coMMunication on

all three levels, of applied ethics, ethical rules, and the meta-ethical

grounding ofethical language.

6
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